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Challenges for IoT Security
• Heterogeneity in security requirements & 

resource availability
– Examples of heterogeneity in the IoT

Cardiac monitor and 
emergency service
• Privacy
• Resource constraints 

consideration

• Images from www.dicardiology.com, diydrones.com, en.wikipedia.org, and safesoundfamily.com

Drones and ground air 
traffic control
• Strong and frequent 

authorization (safety-critical)

• Intermittent connectivity 
consideration

Apple pay
• Confidentiality
• Authentication
• Moderate resource 

constraints consideration

Ambient temperature 
sensors and receiver
• Data integrity
• Resource constraints 

consideration
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• IoT security challenges from Miorandi et al., AD Hoc Networks, 2012, Jing et al., Wireless Networks, 2014, Sadeghi et al., DAC, 2015 
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Traffic lights and controller in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Challenges for IoT Security

2

Traffic
Controller

Compromised
Traffic

Controller

• Ghena et al., “Green Lights Forever: Analyzing the Security of 
Traffic Infrastructure,” WOOT 2014.

• Scalability
– Security solutions for 

IoT should be scalable!
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Cisco Internet Business Solutions Group (IBSG) 

Cisco IBSG © 2011 Cisco and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 01/11  

White Paper  

Explosive growth of smartphones and tablet PCs brought the number of devices connected 
to the Internet to 12.5 billion in 2010, while the world’s human population increased to 6.8 
billion, making the number of connected devices per person more than 1 (1.84 to be exact) for 
the first time in history.5  

Methodology 

In January 2009, a team of researchers in China studied Internet routing data in six-month 
intervals, from December 2001 to December 2006. Similar to the properties of Moore’s Law, 
their findings showed that the Internet doubles in size every 5.32 years. Using this figure in 
combination with the number of devices connected to the Internet in 2003 (500 million, as 
determined by Forrester Research), and the world population according to the U.S. Census 
Bureau, Cisco IBSG estimated the number of connected devices per person.6 

Refining these numbers further, Cisco IBSG estimates IoT was “born” sometime between 
2008 and 2009 (see Figure 1). Today, IoT is well under way, as initiatives such as Cisco’s 
Planetary Skin, smart grid, and intelligent vehicles continue to progress.7  

Figure 1.   The Internet of Things Was “Born” Between 2008 and 2009 

 
 
Looking to the future, Cisco IBSG predicts there will be 25 billion devices connected to the 
Internet by 2015 and 50 billion by 2020. It is important to note that these estimates do not 
take into account rapid advances in Internet or device technology; the numbers presented 
are based on what is known to be true today.  

Additionally, the number of connected devices per person may seem low. This is because the 
calculation is based on the entire world population, much of which is not yet connected to the 
Internet. By reducing the population sample to people actually connected to the Internet, the 
number of connected devices per person rises dramatically. For example, we know that 

Source: Cisco IBSG, April 2011 
• Source: Cisco IBSG, April 2011

• Operation under 
open/untrusted 
environment
–More remotely/physically 

accessible

• IoT security challenges from Miorandi et al., AD Hoc Networks, 2012, Jing et al., Wireless Networks, 2014, Sadeghi et al., DAC, 2015 
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IoT-related Security Requirements Breakdown

• Frequent authorization/authentication
• Automated mutual authentication 
• Dealing with intermittent connectivity
• Support for one-to-many communication (for scalability)
• Consideration for resource constraints
• Privacy
• Dynamic entity registration

3
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Goals & Contributions of Proposed Network 
Architecture

• New cipher/hash algorithms, new 
authentication/authorization system, new key 
management techniques?

4

• Organization and integration of existing approaches
with emphasis on flexibility and usability

– Specifically, to address IoT-related security requirements in 
the previous slide

No!

• Network-level approach using encryption/secure hash 
and authorization control over the Internet of Things
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Issues with Applying Widely-Used SSL/TLS
for All Devices in the IoT

5

• Overhead for resource-constrained devices
– Energy/computation overhead for public key crypto, communication bandwidth, 

memory, etc.

• Limited support one-to-many communication (e.g., pub/sub)
– Connections are based on 1-to-1 connections (server/client model)

• Security issue for entities under untrusted environment
Scenario & Example Ideas from 
• Ghena et al., “Green Lights Forever: Analyzing the 

Security of Traffic Infrastructure,” WOOT 2014.

Thermostat	Sensors	

HVAC	

Garage	door	

Vehicle	

Fridge	

Microwave	

Washing	
Machine	

Roomba	 Mobile	phone	

Remote	door	
control	

Cer$ficates	

Traffic
Controller

Certificate Authority

Cert issued
(per >1 month)

Compromised
Traffic

Controller

Compromised controller may
disrupt the system for a long time

5
– Once a certificate is issued, CA does not control connections between entities
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Kerberos and Approaches in WSNs
• Kerberos authentication system[1] provides direct control over 

connections between entities by issuing temporary tickets for 
authentication

6

[1] C.Neuman, T.Yu, S.Hartman, and K.Raeburn, “The Kerberos Network Authentication Service (V5),” RFC 4120, IETF, Jul. 2005.

• However, Kerberos has limited support for automated 
authentication and intermittent connectivity

• Huang et al., 2011
– For 

hierarchical/heter
ogeneous sensor 
networks4 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking
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Figure 2: Architecture of hierarchical clustering HSNs.

These communication rules are usually assumed for the
hierarchical sensor networks such as SPINS [17], Gupta
and Younis [24], and LEACH [25]. In this paper, these
communication rules should be followed in order to avoid
a compromised node infringing the other L-sensors and to
prevent the attacks such as replay attacks or man-in-the-
middle attacks.

3.1.1. Initialization Phase. The base station generates a key
pool of size P before deployment of r L-sensors and q H-
sensors, where P ≫ q. The base station then chooses a
unique key for each H-sensor, which is regarded as cluster
key HK.

Before the deployment, the BS uses HK and random
number RS to generate a subkey KS = H(HK ⊕RS), and
then uses KS and R1 ∼Rn to generate a key-chain for each
H-sensor as shown below:

Kn−1 = H(KS⊕Rn),

Kn−2 = H(Kn−1 ⊕Rn−1),

...

K1 = H(K2 ⊕R2),

K0 = H(K1 ⊕R1).

(1)

Hence, each H-sensor will obtain distinct key-chains, KS,
and random numbers R1 ∼Rn from the BS. H-sensor and L-
sensor are stored with the same hash function H(·) and KT ,
where KT is a temporary session key for all H-sensors and L-
sensors, and KT /=HK . All keys and parameters for each node
will be passed from BS to sensor nodes through an offline
secure channel.

H-sensors and L-sensors are randomly distributed in
the environment. Each node is static and aware of its own
location. H-sensors and L-sensors can use the protocol in
[26] to evaluate the locations without GPS devices. Section 5
discusses the length n of the key-chain. To illustrate the

Table 1: The definition of the notations.

HK j The jth cluster key of H-sensor

LKi, j
The pairwise key between L-sensor i
and H-sensor j

HID j The unique ID for H-sensor j

LIDi The unique ID for L-sensor i

Kl
The lth key in the key-chain, where
1 ≤l≤n

KT
A temporary session key for all
H-sensors and L-sensors

RNH
A random number generated by
H-sensor

{MAC(M) ||M}K
The encryption of message M with
MAC using the key K

{M}K The message M is encrypted by K

H(·)
A collision-resistant cryptographic
hash function
H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}160

⊕ XOR operator

|| A concatenation operator

system effectively, this study considers a single cluster. Table 1
presents the notation related to sensor nodes.

3.1.2. Authentication Phase. After all nodes are distributed
in the environment, the H-sensors decide which nodes to
connect with. To explain the environment, this paper focuses
on describing the operations within one cluster.

(1) An H-sensor j broadcasts a hello message to all the
neighboring L-sensors using the maximum power, where the
hello message includes the H-sensor’s ID HID j . The location
of the H-sensor j and a random number RNH is encrypted
by KT . The format of hello message is as follows:

HID j || hello message || Location of the H-sensor ||

{RNH}KT .
(2)

(2) The L-sensor i may receive one or more hello
messages if no barricades are sheltering it. The L-sensor i
chooses an H-sensor as its cluster head according to the
distance and best signal strength of the message. In this
environment, each L-sensor notes other H-sensors from
which it receives the hello messages, and these H-sensors are
recorded as backup cluster heads in case the chief cluster
head is disabled. If the L-sensor i receives the message, it
then takes its own LIDi and RNH and generates a pairwise
key LKi, j = {H(RNH || LIDi)}KT , replying to the H-sensor.
The format of this response message is as follows:

HID j || response message || Location of the L-sensor ||
!

MAC
"

LKi, j

#
|| LIDi

$
KT
.

(3)

Plain text can be used to deliver the HID j in the message.
Therefore, the receiver node can avoid decrypting the
message, saving time and power.

4 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking
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location. H-sensors and L-sensors can use the protocol in
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discusses the length n of the key-chain. To illustrate the
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A random number generated by
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MAC using the key K
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hash function
H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}160
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system effectively, this study considers a single cluster. Table 1
presents the notation related to sensor nodes.

3.1.2. Authentication Phase. After all nodes are distributed
in the environment, the H-sensors decide which nodes to
connect with. To explain the environment, this paper focuses
on describing the operations within one cluster.

(1) An H-sensor j broadcasts a hello message to all the
neighboring L-sensors using the maximum power, where the
hello message includes the H-sensor’s ID HID j . The location
of the H-sensor j and a random number RNH is encrypted
by KT . The format of hello message is as follows:

HID j || hello message || Location of the H-sensor ||

{RNH}KT .
(2)

(2) The L-sensor i may receive one or more hello
messages if no barricades are sheltering it. The L-sensor i
chooses an H-sensor as its cluster head according to the
distance and best signal strength of the message. In this
environment, each L-sensor notes other H-sensors from
which it receives the hello messages, and these H-sensors are
recorded as backup cluster heads in case the chief cluster
head is disabled. If the L-sensor i receives the message, it
then takes its own LIDi and RNH and generates a pairwise
key LKi, j = {H(RNH || LIDi)}KT , replying to the H-sensor.
The format of this response message is as follows:

HID j || response message || Location of the L-sensor ||
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(3)

Plain text can be used to deliver the HID j in the message.
Therefore, the receiver node can avoid decrypting the
message, saving time and power.

• Sahingoz, 2013
– Using UAV for 

authentication of 
large-scale WSNs

• Erfani et al., 2015
– A key management system for dynamic 

addition/deletion of mobile nodes

communication and overload the traffic. If the attacker possesses
the secret keys, it can act as if a sensor node and it can communi-
cate with all other nodes within its range. It can damage the net-
work functionalities by injecting false sensed data. These attacks
are considered as insider attacks while the other type attacks,
without having a node’s keys, are considered as outsider attacks.

3.5. Key distribution

Because of the hybrid structure of the proposed system, each
sensor node is planned to store only its private key. In addition
to this key, a sensor node also contains the public key of the
MCA, which is placed in the UAV. After the deployment process,
if two neighbor nodes want to exchange messages securely, firstly
there is a need to know the ID of the other.

After getting neighbor nodes’ IDs, a sensor node executes the
steps in the Key Distribution and Encryption Model as depicted
in Fig. 2 . The main components and operations of the model are
as follows:

! Node A and Node B are two communicating sensor nodes in the
WSN System.
! MCA is a mobile node within an ad hoc network, and it is

selected to provide distributed key management center’s func-
tionality (in the UAV).
! KAB is the communication pairwise keys between nodes A and B.

! {M} PubA denotes the encryption of message M with public key
of Node A.

A sensor node can set up a shared key with its neighboring node
according to the following key agreement protocol:

Step 1. Each sensor node (Node A) broadcasts a message, which
contains its ID (IDA), to its neighbors.
Step 2. After receiving the ID of Node A, the neighboring node
(Node B and others) should obtain the public key of this node
from MCA. If there is more than one neighbor, their IDs are
stored in a memory, and after connecting with MCA all public
keys of neighbors are requested. This request message can be
send without encryption or they can be encrypted with the
public key of MCA.
Step 3. On receiving this public key request message, MCA finds
the required keys from its database, reply to the sensor node
and compose a reply message which is encrypted with the
node’s public key.
Step 4. Node B uses Node A’s public key to encrypt a message
which contains its identifier (IDB) and a random number
(RN1 ), which is used to identify this transaction and to protect
communication from replay attack.
Step 5. Node A decrypts the incoming message and obtains the
ID and random number of the neighbor. After that, it selects a
secret key KAB and returns this and RN1 , which are encrypted
using PubB, to assure A that its correspondent is B.
Step 6. After this process, both of the communicating parties are
verified each other, and they set a pairwise key which is used to
protect communications between these nodes. Thus, all trans-
mitted data between these nodes can be verified and protected
even if an eavesdropper listens the radio traffic between nodes
and tries to inject or modify packets in the network. This
encryption provides a satisfactory level of security.

3.6. Addition of new nodes

For a scalable WSN system, new nodes should be able to join the
network, in order to replace the exhausted nodes or simply to ex-
tend the WSN theatre. Proposed system has a dynamic network
structure in which addition and removal of nodes is allowed. This
is a desirable property in every scalable key management schemes.
The newly deployed sensor nodes need efficiently and autono-
mously set up secret keys with their neighbor nodes.

3.7. Key update

Using the same shared key for a long duration is not a secure
approach and it may result in a cryptanalytic attack. Some
researchers ignore this threat because the lifetime of nodes could

Fig. 1. Network model of the system.

{IDB,IDA,RN2 } PubMCA 

Broadcast(IDA)

Broadcast(IDB)

{IDA,IDB,RN1 } PubMCA 

{PubB, RN1 } PubA
{PubA, RN2 } PubB

{IDB,RN3 } PubA

{KAB,RN3 } PubB

{M} KAB {M} KAB

Fig. 2. Key distribution and encryption model of the system.

804 O.K. Sahingoz / Journal of Systems Architecture 59 (2013) 801–807
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Proposed Architecture Overview
Auth – Local Authorization Entity

Things
(Registered Entities)

Auth

Auth

AuthInternet
(Legacy Network)

Auth
• Local point of auth(authentication/authorization) & 

trusted third party for locally registered entities

• Fully automated except for entity registration
• Deployed on bridges between the Internet and Things (e.g., Intel IoT gateways)

• Make communication authorization locally manageable
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Entity 2Entity 1
Protected Messages SessionKeyIDSessionKeyID

• Symmetric crypto key for protecting a single session of communication
– Given to only authorized devices
– Unique Session key ID, including ID of Auth who generated it

Session Key

• Pre-shared symmetric key for 
encrypting session keys
– Updated using public key crypto (public 

keys exchanged during entity registration)
– A resource-constrained entity can 

optionally use permanent distribution

SESSIO
N_KEY_REQ

Auth Distribution Key

Proposed Architecture Overview
Keys Used in Proposed Architecture

Sessi
onKeyID
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Proposed Architecture Overview
Operation Phases – With an Example Scenario

ServerClient

SESSION_KEY_REQ

Distribution Keys for Client & Server

COMM_INIT_RESP

COMM_INIT_FIN

Auth

Generated Session Key for 
Client & Server

SessionKeyID Session key's unique ID

SessionKeyID

SessionKeyID

SESSION_KEY_REQ

SessionKeyID

COMM_INIT_REQ SessionKeyID

Protected Messages

Want to 
talk to Server
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Net2 (Network 2)

10

Proposed Architecture Overview
Scaling To Multiple Auths

Net2.Auth

Net1.Client2Net1.Client1

Net1.Client2

SESSION_KEY_REQ

Net1.Auth

Net2.Client1

Net2.Server2
Net2.Server1

COMM_INIT_REQ

COMM_INIT_RESP

COMM_INIT_FIN

SESSION_KEY_REQ

Over SSL/TLS

AUTH_SESSION_KEY_REQ

Want to 
communicate with

Net2. Server1

Generated Session Key

SessionKeyID indicates that Session 
Key was generated by Net1.Auth

Can scale to multiple Auths!

Net1 (Network 1)
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Proposed Architecture Overview
Auth DB – Information for Local Authorization 

Auth DB

Auth

Main Database Tables
• Registered Entity Table

• Communication Policy Table

• Cached Session Key Table

• Trusted Auth Table

If an intrusion or a compromised 
entity is detected 

Session Keys Generated by Auth
- Current owner(s), validity periods
- Support for entities with intermittent 

connectivity (by allow cached keys)

Information for Other Trusted Auths
- Network address, port
- Unique ID
- Public key (or certificate)
- Scale to multiple auths

Compromised

Auth DB will be updated to 
revoke credentials
- Invalidate cached keys
- No more keys for authorization
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Support for One-to-Many Communication 

12

• Distributing shared key for securing one-to-many communication 

(e.g. broadcasting, publish-subscribe protocol such as MQTT)

Publisher

Subscriber

SECURE_PUB, SessionKeyID, {MESSAGE}SKey

Subscriber Subscriber

Broker

• {MESSAGE}SKey: Encrypted with Session Key, MAC attached

SECURE_PUB, SessionKeyID, 

{MESSAGE}SKey

Broker for forwarding messages

Auth

• Possible integration with one-to-many communication 

authentication protocols, such as TESLA[1] (Timed Efficient 

Stream Loss-tolerant Authentication)
[1] A. Perrig, R. Canetti, J. Tygar, and D. Song, “The TESLA Broadcast Authentication Protocol,” RSA CryptoBytes, 2005.
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Experimental Setup & Implementation

• Overhead è Energy consumption (energy 
numbers are obtained from [1],[2])

13

Operation Energy cost

RSA-2048
91.02 mJ per encrypt/sign operation
4.41 mJ per decrypt/verify operation

AES-128-CBC 0.19 μJ per byte encrypted/decrypted
SHA-256 0.14 μJ per byte digested

Send* packet 454 μJ + 1.9 μJ × packet size (bytes)
Received* packet 356 μJ + 0.5 μJ × packet size (bytes)

[1] Rifa-Pous and Herrera-Joancomarti, 
“Computational and Energy Costs of 
Cryptographic Algorithms on Handheld 
Devices,” Future Internet, 2011.
[2] Feeney and Nilsson, “Investigating the 
energy consumption of a wireless network 
interface in an ad hoc networking 
environment,” INFOCOM 2001
v Energy consumption for crypto 
operations measured on a PDA, HP Hx2790
v Energy consumption for IEEE 802.11 
measured on 2.4GHz DSSS Lucent WaveLan
cards in an ad-hoc networking environment

• Prototype implementation
– Use Node.js to implement Auth and Entities for Proposed and SSL/TLS
– Modify OpenSSL library included in Node.js to capture crypto operations

Same 
cipher/hash 

algorithms for 
Proposed and 

SSL/TLS

• Compare security overhead with SSL/TLS
– Widely used, can support strong crypto including public key crypto
– Compare security overhead (crypto operations &  sent/received packets)

Experiments are carried out using two scenarios that can 
occur frequently in the IoT
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Scenario 1 Experiments & Results
• Scenario 1

– A resource-constrained client establishes secure connection with servers

14

Server

Server

Server

Server

Server

Server Server

ServerResource-constrained

Client

• Results: client setup/close with 16, 32, 64 servers
Number of Servers 16 servers 32 servers 64 servers

Approaches TLS
Propose

d TLS Proposed TLS Proposed
RSA-2048 (Enc/Decrypted) 32/32 2/2 64/64 2/2 128/128 2/2

AES-128-CBC (Bytes) 5,120 3,744 10,240 7,392 20,480 14,688
SHA-256 (Bytes) 188,976 1,957 377,952 3,349 755,904 6,133

Packets (Sent/Received) 159/145 135/120 332/300 263/232 650/587 511/449
Sent Bytes 56,168 11,031 113,120 21,143 222,502 40,735

Received Bytes 66,808 9,453 134,176 17,805 263,956 34,023

3345

6702

13384

322 444 681

0

50 00

10 000

15 000

16 32 64

Energy
(mJ)

Number of Servers

TLS
Pro pose d

Less energy, by optimizing the use of crypto algorithms
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Scenario 1 Experiments & Results

15

• SSL/TLS – each connection with servers needs public key operations

Server

Server

Server

Server

Server

Server Server

Server

Client

Auth

Server

Server

Server

Server

Server

Server Server

Server

Client

• Proposed – public key operations only necessary for communication with Auth

: Public key crypto operations
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Scenario 2 Experiments & Results

16

Publisher

Subscriber

Subscriber

Subscriber

Subscriber

Subscriber

471

937

1869

280 361
522

203
203 203

0

400

800

120 0

160 0

200 0

16 32 64

Energy
(m J)

N um ber of Subscribers

TLS

Pr op osed

• Estimated energy for publisher setup

TLS

26.6

53.3

106.6

25.0

50.0

99.8

1.69 1.69 1.69
0. 0

20. 0

40. 0

60. 0

80. 0

100 .0

120 .0

16 32 64

Energy
(m J)

N um ber of Subscribers

TLS

Pr op osed

Pr op osed

+B ro ker

• For publishing a 256-byte message

Broker

Subscriber

Subscriber

Subscriber

Subscriber

SubscriberPublisher

Proposed+MQTT Broker*
* Open source MQTT broker Mosquitto (http://mosquitto.org/)

: Shared session key for a pub-sub topic 

Publisher

Subscriber

Subscriber

Subscriber

Subscriber

Subscriber

Proposed

• Scenario 2
– A resource-constrained publisher publishes a message that only authorized 

subscribers can read

Saves not just crypto operations, but also communication
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Wrap-up Discussion

17

Requirements Proposed Approach
Frequent
authentication/authorizati
on
Automated mutual 
authentication
Intermittent connectivity
Support for scalability
features
Consideration for resource 
constraints
Privacy

Dynamic entity registration

– Auth controls every communication, 
short key validity period

– No human intervention required

– Use of cached keys
– Shared session key for more than two 

entities for publish-subscribe
– Use of small, lightweight symmetric 

session key for authentication
– No unique identifier for 

authentication (temporary session key)
– Register/unregister can be done 

within Auth

• How proposed approach can meet IoT security requirements
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Conclusion & Future Work
• Proposed secure network architecture based on local 

authorization entities, which can
– Integrate existing network security measures
– Address IoT-related heterogeneous security requirements

• Implemented prototypes of proposed approaches, 
obtained preliminary but promising results

• Currently working on
– An open-source implementation of Auth in Java, and example 

codes for entities in various programming languages
– Security analysis of protocol 
– Building software components for accessing Auth service
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• Q & A

• Contact
– hokeunkim@eecs.berkeley.edu
– https://eecs.berkeley.edu/~hokeunkim

• Open-source project page
– https://github.com/iotauth

Thank you!

mailto:hokeunkim@eecs.berkeley.edu
http://eecs.berkeley.edu/~hokeunkim
https://github.com/iotauth

